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Among the examples of the Tepe Gawra glyp-
tic art, as published by Tobler, one extraordinary 
seal impression under the catalogue number of 861 
(Fig. 1) is worthy of special attention. It shows 
an erotic scene which is accompanied, alongside 
other designs, by an enigmatic object identified by 
Tobler2 as a mammal’s head. The present investiga-
tion tries to challenge this interpretation since this 
recognition seems to be far from its true visual and 
symbolic meaning. Two further seals (Figs. 2, 3)  
published by Speiser3 and Tobler4 play a signif-
icant role in the understanding of the topic, thus 
they will be discussed here in a detail as well. 
The remaining material analysed in this paper 
places the erotic scenes mentioned above inside 
a Mesopotamian cultural context. It is important 
to emphasize that the present research is focused 

1   Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 86 and Pl. LXXXIXc.
2   Tobler 1950: 183.
3   Speiser 1935: Pl. LV b and LVIII, no. 41.
4   Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 87.

mainly on scorpions, despite the fact that the figure 
of the snake plays an important role in this topic. 
Snakes in northern Mesopotamian art should be the 
subject of further detailed investigation. However, 
discussion of this interesting phenomenon will be 
reduced here to the essential minimum.

The meaning of snake symbolism in the Early 
Uruk period is challenging, but it can be compared 
to a later Mesopotamian cultural tradition. Pientka-
Hintz5 demonstrated that snakes were obviously 
seen as venomous and dangerous creatures, but 
they also held clear healing and apotropaic traits 
used in magic. Most importantly, they often come 
together in this context with scorpions and share 
chthonic and fertility features6 with them. Pientka-
Hintz7 points out that the snake cult observed  
in ancient Mesopotamia seems to be of foreign 

5   Pientka Hinz 2009-2011: 212-216.
6   Pizzimenti, Polcaro 2021: 313-317; Van Buren 

1937-1939: 12.
7   Pientka Hinz 2009-2011: 214-215.
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THE IMPERCEPTIBLE SCORPION: A SHORT STUDY ON THE VISUAL 
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ABSTRACT This paper examines a group of erotic stamp seal impressions found at Tepe Gawra, chiefly in 
the context of ancient Mesopotamian glyptic art. The aim of the work is to reinterpret those curious objects found 
with a representation of a mating couple on a seal, labelled by Tobler as no. 86 with the image of a scorpion. The 
article focuses on the motif of a scorpion, its morphology, its iconography, its cultural and symbolic meaning. The 
symbol of a scorpion, deeply immersed in the sphere of fertility and magic, seems to play a key role for the proper 
understanding of the visual language of the erotic scenes found at Tepe Gawra.
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ABSTRAKT Niniejszy artykuł analizuje odciski pieczęci stemplowych ze scenami erotycznymi ze stanowiska 
Tepe Gawra. Zabytki z Tepe Gawra zostały porównane z paralelnymi przykładami gliptyki mezopotamskiej. Celem 
prezentowanej analizy jest reinterpretacja niezwykle ciekawego obiektu występującego, wespół z przedstawieniem 
spółkującej pary, na pieczęci nr 86 opublikowanej przez Toblera. Analiza zgromadzonego materiału sugeruje, że 
w istocie owym zagadkowym obiektem może być skorpion. Optyka artykułu skupia się głównie na skorpionie 
– jego morfologii, ikonografii oraz znaczeniu symboliczno-kulturowym. Prawdopodobnie symbol skorpiona był 
głęboko zakorzeniony w sferze płodności i magii, które to odgrywają kluczową rolę w zrozumieniu wizualnego 
języka ikonografii pieczęci odkrytych w Tepe Gawra. 
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origin. This cult was probably adopted from ancient 
Iran and it is usually associated with Elamite and 
Subartian cultural backgrounds, not to mention the 
ophidian-like seated gods in eastern Mesopotamia, 
mainly at Ešnunna, Dēr and Susa. The snake’s 
affinity with fertility is clearly expressed in Tepe 
Gawra glyptic art by the existence of two seals 
(see discussion below) bearing the representation 
of a snake symbol beside a mating couple, where-
as the snake’s further magical characteristics may 
be expressed by another seal impression8 showing 
a humanoid figure surrounded by entwined snakes. 

Seals and seals impressions 
in Tepe Gawra’s stratigraphy

Tepe Gawra is located in the piedmont area, 
approx. 20 km north from the modern city of 
Mosul. It is one of the most important archaeo-
logical sites in northern Mesopotamia. Extensive 
excavations campaigns carried out in Tepe Gawra 
by Speiser9 and Bache10 in the 1920s and 1930s 
uncovered an impressive collection of artifacts and 
remains of monumental architecture as well as ex-
amples of local mortuary practices11 from the Late 
Chalcolithic period. Tepe Gawra’s importance de-
rives from its extraordinary material, including 
objects made of gold, electrum, lapis-lazuli, tur-
quoise, obsidian and carnelian.12 Gawra XIII-XIIA 
witnessed the emergence of a local temple house-
hold at the end of the Ubaid period, whereas level 
XII, usually labelled as a transitional phase to the 
Early Uruk period (LC1), revealed the existence 
of a small town-centre with craft production and 
trading based on exchange. Gawra XII collapsed 
violently, which is marked by the burnt residues 
and the skeletons of dead bodies found in the 
streets, some of them sprawled on their faces or 
half-turned on their backs with arms stretched out, 
or with stones on their backs. Levels XIA/B-XI/Xa  
which designate the Early Uruk (LC2) period 
clearly show that the settlement had risen from the 
rubble. Thus, the so-called Round House, used as 
a storage and defensive citadel, the surrounding 

8   See Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXX, no. 179 and 
LXXXVIII b.

9   Speiser 1927-1928; Speiser 1932; Speiser 
1935;Speiser 1937a; Speiser 1937b.

10   Bache 1933; Bache 1935a; Bache 1935b; Bache 
1936.

11   Muller, Bache 1934; Tobler 1950.
12   Tobler 1950: 82, 88, 90-92; Rothman, Peasnall 

1999: 111; Algaze 2005: 72.

domestic buildings and the temple are vivid ex-
amples of the site’s rebirth. Tepe Gawra of levels 
X-IX with its well-developed temple as the central 
institution, dating back in all probability to the end 
of the Early Uruk period (LC2), retains its leading 
urban character on level VIII, which from a chron-
ological point of view sets the beginning of the 
Early Middle Uruk period (LC3).13

Stamp seals and clay sealings with human or 
humanoid figures begin to appear at Tepe Gawra 
in levels XIII-XIA. Since they are not existent in 
the material preceding level XIII, it seems that 
this phenomenon is clearly connected to the emer-
gence of a local temple administration. The seal 
impressions with erotic scenes come exclusively 
from levels XIA, XI and VIII. From a technical 
standpoint Tepe Gawra’s stamp seals are crudely 
carved, thus the humanoid figures they bear are 
characterized by simplified bodily features. A viv-
id example of this phenomenon is observed in the 
objects from level XII where human bodies are 
represented with an inverted triangle for the torso, 
flimsy strokes forming their limbs, and an oblique 
stroke for the head.14 The erotic scenes bear some 
of these features, especially when it comes to the 
image of the head. For this reason, the human fig-
ures from the scenes under discussion are called 
anthropoids with pointed heads15 or bird-headed 
humans16 by some authors.

Seal impressions with erotic scenes

The clearest example17 of an erotic scene 
comes from Gawra XIA (Fig. 1), and shows two 
human beings in a close contact. The smaller, skin-
ny figure on the left is identified as the male due 
to the erect penis between his legs, holding the 
other person by the hips. His much bigger com-
panion who seems to be a woman is backward-fac-
ing and bent forward. Her arms are stretched out 
sideways.18 However, unlike in the case of the man 

13   Rothman, Peasnall 1999: 106-109; Rothman 
2001: 386-399; Rothman 2002: 54-60, in his opinion 
chronologically some part of Gawra IX should be 
assigned to the Early Middle Uruk period; Frangipane 
2009; Tobler 1950: 25-26; Porada, Hansen, Dunham, 
Babcock 1992: 93-95.

14   Tobler 1950: 182-184.
15   Schmandt-Besserat 2006: 186-189. 
16   Tobler 1950: 183-184.
17   Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 86 and Pl. 

LXXXIXc.
18   Tobler 1950: 183.
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her primary sexual features are not indicated, yet 
it is almost clear that it is the image of a hetero-
sexual intercourse since the coitus a tergo motif 
is well-defined in the third and second millenni-
um Mesopotamian tradition.19 The background of 
the discussed seal impression is filled with sever-
al highly enigmatic objects of which only one, to 
the left of the man will be the subject of a further 
detailed investigation. This object is composed of 
an oval elongated core with two growths sticking 
out at the top, and one at the bottom. Tobler20 con-
siders it as an animal’s head with long ears, likely 
that of a fox or of a donkey. He also believes that 
another object visible in front of the bent woman 
may be interpreted as another animal’s head, but 
this time in profile. 

In a second example21 of an erotic scene dis-
covered in Gawra VIII (Fig. 2) the main design is 
composed of two figures in coitus a tergo. The per-
son to the left is apparently the man, bending for-
ward clinging a woman facing backwards who also 
bends forward. It seems that the man is holding his 
partner at the hips or sides, though Speiser22 be-
lieves that the female’s right arm seems to be hold-
ing a man in front. It is also hard to judge whether 
the man’s penis has been shown here at all. Some 
unclear objects are to be seen to the right of the 
woman in the background of the seal impression, 
but their nature remains obscure. However, just 
over the man’s back, there stands a fragmentari-
ly preserved animal image, which takes the shape 
of a narrow semicircular object with a triangular 
head. This image is quite popular23 in prehistor-
ic Near Eastern art and should be identified with 
a serpent.24 The type of serpent shown in Fig. 2 
(and in Fig. 3), on account of the triangular shape 
of the head, is specifically to be identified with the 
species Echis carinatus or Echis coloratus, a saw-
scaled viper with highly toxic venom, found across 
North Africa and the Near East.25

Another seal (Fig. 4) with an erotic motif was 
found at Tepe Giyan, located in the Lorestān prov-
ince of modern Iran, southeast of Tepe Gawra. 

19   See Assante 2002: 29, Fig. 1-3; Legrain 1936: 
Pl. 18, nos. 368-369, Pl. 19, np. 370.

20   Tobler 1950: 183.
21   Speiser 1935: Pl. LV b and LVIII, no. 41.
22   Speiser 1935: 124.
23   See Delougaz, Kantor 1996: Pl. 142 c, e, Pl. 156 

c; Denham 2018: 90, TG. 2505; Carter, Hole, Bahrani, 
Spycket, Aruz 1992: 35, Fig. 3; Frankfort 1935: 29,  
Fig. 30; Caldwell 1976: 243, no. 125, Giyan 2352.

24   Speiser 1935: 124.
25   Carter, Hole, Bahrani, Spycket, Aruz:1992: 34.

This object may display a related erotic motif 
since, as has been demonstrated by Caldwell26 
and others27 the glyptic art at Tepe Gawra, at least 
that of levels XIA-XI, bears many similarities 
with that of Tepe Giyan. This seal, originally pub-
lished by Herzfeld,28 shows a couple performing 
a coitus a tergo. The central motif shows a man 
in an upright position, with his arms stretched out 
sideways, engaging a woman bent forward who is 
holding the man’s penis with her right hand held 
to her back, while wielding an unidentified object 
in her left hand. The background of the design is 
blank, free of any symbols. 

Tepe Giyan yielded at least two more objects 
that could be further examples of the erotic motif 
under discussion, but they are difficult to classi-
fy due to their unconventional, enigmatic iconog-
raphy. One seal published by Caldwell29 (Fig. 5) 
shows a couple in coitus a tergo. But since their 
faces have some animal features, and their hands 
apparently rest on the ground (?) this sexual act 
may belong to a quite different local genre. A sec-
ond seal from Tepe Giyan published by Buchanan30 
(Fig. 6) shows two human beings standing close to 
each other in somewhat bent position. Their silhou-
ettes are reduced to some simple carved strokes, 
so the image is highly generalized. However, one 
may speculate that it is a depiction of the well-
known coitus a tergo motif with certain modifica-
tion, since the individual to the left (probably the 
woman) is holding a thin and long object identified 
by Buchanan31 as a snake. 

A further example32 of erotic glyptic art (Fig. 3)  
comes from Gawra XIA and bears a somewhat 
different image because the central mating cou-
ple has been portrayed in a sitting position. Here 
we encounter two human beings, whose sexual or-
gans have not been indicated. They are seated on 
a rectangular object perhaps a stand or a couch, 
or a stool as suggested by Tobler.33 The couple is 
facing each other and the criss-crossed layout of 
their hips and legs leads us to believe that sitting 
sexual entry is being depicted, when the one of 
the individuals sits above the other in a half-em-
brace. The background of the seal is again covered 
with small unidentified objects, of which only one 

26   Caldwell 1976: 234-235.
27   Matthews, Fazeli Nashli 2022: 137.
28   Herzfeld 1933: 87-88, Abb. 14, no. 2362.
29   Caldwell 1976: 235, 247, no. 95. 
30   Buchanan 1967: 275-276, no. 11.
31   Buchanan 1967: 275.
32   Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 87.
33   Tobler 1950: 183.
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located to the right of the sitting individual may be 
clearly identified with a snake, similar to the one 
depicted on the seal impression discussed above 
(Fig. 2). Gawra XI yielded a comparable example34 
(Fig. 7) of a seal impression with two individuals 
in the same erotic attitude. Nevertheless, this time 
the lovemaking couple is sitting on the ground and 
an arm of at least one of the individuals is raised.35 
Definitely no snake image has been detected in its 
poor background. 

The last piece of glyptic art with an image 
of a mating couple has been noted by Speiser.36 
This object found in Gawra VIII is quite problem-
atic due to its unclear iconography. According to 
Speiser37 it is composed of the following elements: 
the male and female figures with their legs crossed 
in an erotic attitude (perhaps the couple is sitting 
on a fragmentarily preserved bedstead located just 
under them), and two smaller figures on the sides 
and a crouched quadruped. Despite Speiser’s de-
scription it must be pointed out that the central 
lovemaking couple is the most confusing element 
of the scene. The confusion stems from the fact 
that the individual sitting to the right is clearly em-
phasized, whereas his partner, located to the left, 
was faintly carved or feebly impressed, with the 
exception of his bent leg, which supports the argu-
ment that the central motif shows a sexual sitting 
embrace.

Searching for an iconographic formula – 
the scorpion 

The recent discussion prompts us to the con-
clusion that Tepe Gawra’s erotic scenes may be 
initially divided into three interrelated groups: the 
first presents an image of sexual intercourse ac-
companied by the figure of a snake, the second is 
composed of an image of sexual intercourse image 
accompanied by an enigmatic mammal-like head, 
and the third consists of an isolated sexual inter-
course image without any recognizable animal 
figure. Of these groups the second one requires 
significant further attention. Let us reflect that in 
Tobler’s opinion the object located to the right of  

34   Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 88.
35   Tobler 1950: 184.
36   Speiser 1935: PL. LVIII, no. 40. The redrawing 

of this seal impression is not included in the present study 
due to its illegible iconography.

37   Speiser 1935: 124.

the mating couple on one of the seal impressions38 
(Fig. 1) found at Tepe Gawra should be identified 
as the head of a fox or donkey. It seems that this 
belief rests on the assumption that the three pro-
tuberances growing out of this enigmatic object 
reflect ears and a muzzle. But if one looks the im-
ages of foxes and donkeys in Tobler’s publication, 
it becomes clear that this interpretation is based 
on seal impressions bearing images of quadrupeds 
carved in profile39 (Fig. 8, 9, 10). The depiction of 
the object in Fig. 1 has more similarities in shape 
with those shown in another piece of glyptic art 
from Tepe Gawra40 (Fig. 11). There the image of 
a huge standing human figure is shown surrounded 
V-shaped objects, Tobler’s putative animal heads. 
This means that the identification proposed by 
Tobler is inconclusive. 

I propose a new interpretation based on glyp-
tic and ceramic evidence. I will argue that the 
shape of this enigmatic object is better interpreted 
as the image of a scorpion, rather than the head of 
a quadruped, following Tobler.

For the purposes of this article lack of space 
dictates that I am constrained to make some gen-
eralizations. A scorpion’s body architecture is 
segmented. It is composed of a head (prosoma), 
an abdomen (mesosoma) and a tail (metasoma). 
The cephalothorax holds the chelicerae, two  
pincer-like appendages which point forward, as 
well as massive pedipalps. Scorpions have eight 
legs arranged in four sets on each side of the body 
used for locomotion, and finally a characteristic 
telson with a poison gland at the apex of its tail.41

A comparison of Tepe Gawra’s scorpion im-
ages with other depictions of scorpions shown in 
Mesopotamian art mostly dating to the third mil-
lennium BC. shows that scorpion body parts may 
have been depicted in diverse ways. The style was 
undoubtedly dependent on the prevailing artistic 
or cultural trends, personal carving skills, the size 
of the artifact and finally some technical issues like 
the qualities of the stone and the tools used. A basic 
analysis of the scorpion images in Mesopotamian 
glyptic art highlights the existence of some less or 
more defined stylistic patterns which can be tenta-
tively summarized as follows:

38   Tobler 1950: 183, Pl. CLXIII, no. 86 and Pl. 
LXXXIXc.

39   Cf. Tobler 1950: 178, 188, 189, Pl. CLXVIII, 
nos. 148, 154, Pl. CLXIX, no. 167 for foxes.

40   Cf. Tobler 1950: 182, Pl. CLXII, no. 78 for a fox 
or a donkey.

41   Bergeron, Bingham 2012: 1083-1084, Fig. 1; 
Vachon 1956: 128-129.
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First group (Tab. 1: A1-A11): prosoma fused 
with mesosoma, chelicerae displayed in three  
ways – as one or two outgrows, as a small ball be-
tween pedipalps, or as not displayed at all, pedi-
palps with or without fixed and movable fingers, 
mesosoma usually plain, different number of legs 
on each side of the body, metasoma more or less 
bent, telson with or without an accentuated sting. 

Second group (Tab. 1: B1-B10): prosoma 
fused with mesosoma, chelicerae displayed in 
three ways – as one or two outgrows, as a small 
ball between pedipalps, or not displayed at all, 
pedipalps usually with fixed and movable fingers, 
mesosoma predominantly covered with herring-
bone strokes probably reflecting tergites or being 
the reminiscence of non-existent legs, metasoma 
bent, telson with or without an accentuated sting. 

Third group (Tab. 1: C1-C6): prosoma fused 
with mesosoma, chelicerae displayed in two ways –  
as a rounded outgrowth, as a small ball between 
pedipalps, or not displayed at all, pedipalps with-
out fixed and movable fingers, mesosoma plain, 
legs not indicated at all, metasoma bent or almost 
straight, telson with an accentuated sting. 

The principal trait of the first group is the 
presence of movable legs in the images, whereas 
in the images from the second group the legs are 
not shown but replaced by herringbone or other 
patterns. In the third group the images are not only 
deprived of legs or herringbone strokes covering 
the mesosoma, but they almost always lack fixed 
and movable fingers in pedipalps too. 

These scorpion images from glyptic art can be 
cross-referenced against further examples known 
from pottery and stone vessels. The visual scheme 
of the first group corresponds with a beautifully 
carved scorpion (Fig. 12) found on a fragmentarily 
preserved limestone vase-stand, probably from the 
times of Gudea of Lagash42 and even with the scor-
pion image present on an imported chlorite vase 
discovered at Khafajah,43 though the body of the 
latter is covered with multiple lines. The represent-
atives of the second group are present on a painted 
Archaic Susiana pottery shred (Tab. 1, B8) from 
Chogha Mish,44 as well as on a painted vessel 
(Tab. 1, B4) found at Jemdet Nasr.45 However, 
the last specimen is quite unusual since almost its 
whole outline is covered with multiple external-
ly protruding lines. Highly interesting appliqué 

42   Hall 1928: 30, Pl. VII, no. 3-4.
43   Aruz 2003: 330-332, Fig. 85, no. 227.
44   Delougaz, Kantor 1996: Pl. 211 S.
45   Mackey 1931: Pl. LXXX, no. 1.

scorpions (Fig. 13) were discovered at Tell Brak46 
on fragmentarily preserved pottery vessels, prob-
ably Akkadian in date, yet assigning them to any 
of the three groups outlined above is challenging, 
because they are covered with multiple hasty inci-
sions, so it is hard to judge if they have any legs 
at all. Nevertheless, it is clear that we can recog-
nize here the following scorpion body parts: fused 
prosoma and mesosoma, chelicerae in the shape of 
a single outgrow, pedipalps with or without fixed 
and movable fingers, metasoma straight, telson 
with non-existent sting, the legs are lacking or at 
least disputable. Gawra VII and IV yielded an ap-
pliqué scorpion image (Fig. 14)47 found on the out-
er face of a piece of pottery. The scorpion fits into 
the third group, therefore its prosoma and meso-
soma are fused, chelicerae non-existent, pedipalps 
going sideways are crescent shaped, metasoma is 
short and bent or does not exist at all, since it may 
be seen as a telson with a sting. As far as the third 
group is concerned, we should recall the example 
found on a stone vessel (Fig. 12)48 which has al-
ready been mentioned above. It has been already 
stated that it bears a beautiful representation of 
a scorpion in a shape which that matches the first 
group. However, it must be emphasized that just 
below this scorpion there exists another (Tab.1, 
C6), an object which should be regarded as a child 
of the scorpion shown above, displaying all the 
morphological features characteristic of the third 
group, with the exception of chelicerae which is 
displayed as a small ball between pedipalps.

The examples of the images of scorpions dis-
cussed above demonstrate that their shape to some 
degree drifts towards an iconographical simplici-
ty when compared with the scorpion’s biological 
morphology, though its core parts expressed as the 
outlines of pedipalps, metasoma and fused proso-
ma and mesosoma remain usually intact. From the 
structural point of view the object located behind 
the mating man on Tobler’s seal impression no. 86 
may be regarded as a simplified scorpion image. 
Thus, the two protuberances pointing upwards 
and sideways would correspond to the pedipalps, 
whereas its oval elongated body core would relate 
to the fused prosoma and mesosoma. From this 
perspective the slightly bent lower portion would 
harmonize with the metasoma without the telson.

46   Oates 2001: 167-168, 431, Fig. 407, no, 362, 365.
47   Speiser 1935: 46, 68, Pl. LXXVI, no. 11.
48   Hall 1928: 30, Pl. VII, no. 3-4.
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Scorpions – cultural justification

The belief that the mating couple encountered 
on the seal impression no. 86 (Fig. 1) are accom-
panied by a scorpion image is broadly consistent 
with the canons of Sumerian glyptic erotic art. The 
Ur excavations have yielded interesting examples 
of seal impressions which exemplify several sex-
ual positions. The first one (Fig. 15)49 shows the 
couple in a sitting face to face sexual position with 
a free standing scorpion image to the right. The 
second one (Fig. 16)50 is a representation of an en-
igmatic ritual, maybe a bedding ceremony as sug-
gested by the image of a drinking set (a vessel with 
protruding drinking tubes)51 and a human figure, 
perhaps a paranymph52 to the left of the lovemak-
ing couple. The possible newlyweds are taking the 
face to face (?) horizontal entry position lying on 
their bed. There is a scorpion image under the bed, 
one which should be assigned to the third group 
(Tab. 1, C3), as discussed above. 

In three further examples of Sumerian glyp-
tic art from Ur (Figs. 17, 18, 19)53 the depiction 
of the coitus a tergo sexual position is more de-
veloped than it is at Tepe Gawra, though in these 
cases the motif is, however, not accompanied by 
the scorpion image. There is no doubt about their 
ritualistic character. The nature of these scenes is 
undoubtedly heterosexual, and the primary sexual 
characteristics of the key participants are clearly 
emphasized. 

The repertoire of seals from Ur also contained 
an unusual erotic motif of a squatting woman 
which should be discussed here separately since 
it does not show any sexual intercourse per se 
(Figs. 20, 21, 22).54 This image depicts of a naked 
woman with her legs spread out sideways which 
makes her vagina frontally exposed. Her arms go 
up sideways, whereas her long hair is apparently 
flowing. It must be pointed out that the woman is 
usually accompanied by a scorpion image or im-
ages. Mazzoni55 based on earlier research56 has 
demonstrated that this motif is in general linked 
to the sphere of eroticism and fertility, and that the 
unusual squatting posture should be regarded as an 
invitation to sexual intercourse. For example, the 

49   Legrain 1936: Pl. 18, no. 366.
50   Frankfort 1955: Pl. 53, no. 559.
51   Frankfort 1955: 38.
52   Malul 1989: 241-278.
53   Legrain 1936: Pl. 18, nos. 368, 369, Pl. 19, no. 370.
54   Legrain 1936: Pl. 14, nos. 268, 269, 270.
55   Mazzoni 2002: 367-377.
56   Cf. Asher-Greve 1985; Cooper 1972-1975.

squatting, frontal pose could have played a vital 
role helping a childless woman ensure her fertility. 
The image of a naked squatting woman is indeed 
somehow related to sexual intercourse, as is sup-
ported by the evidence of another seal impression 
from Ur (Fig. 19)57 showing a woman with her legs 
apart in the vicinity of a lovemaking couple in a co-
itus a tergo position. However, our understanding 
of this iconographic device is far from reaching 
the final conclusion, as has been demonstrated by 
Battini58 who stipulates that the isolated image of 
a squatting woman, usually accompanied by scor-
pions, snakes and lizards (Figs. 20, 21, 22) may in 
reality depict childbirth scenes. Tepe Gawra ma-
terial produced only one example of such a seal  
(Fig. 23)59 showing a squatting individual or in-
dividuals. Unfortunately, its interpretation is 
problematic for several reasons. Firstly, the two 
squatting human figures have been carved here 
vertically, the lower figure reversed, with a sub-
stantial empty space between them. Secondly their 
primary sexual attributes are not shown. Thus, it is 
impossible to assess whether it is a bizarre example 
of seated, face to face sexual intercourse or maybe, 
as suggested by Battini,60 a scene of childbirth.

It is really difficult to discover the true na-
ture of the scorpion image in Late Chalcolithic 
Tepe Gawra, but due to the clear similarities be-
tween the erotic scenes found at Tepe Gawra, and 
later Mesopotamian glyptic art, we may be al-
most certain that it belongs to the sphere of fer-
tility, lovemaking and childbirth. It is known that 
the scorpion was a symbol of fertility in ancient 
Mesopotamia,61 but it was also seen as a popular 
therapeutic agent used in medicine and everyday 
magic.62 In late erotic magical incantation, selected 
body parts of a scorpion (the tail), mixed with oth-
er magical components, enhance a man’s sexual 
drive towards a woman.63 

Scorpions – biological justification

The relationship between scorpions and hu-
man sexual intercourse seems to be bizarre at 

57   Legrain 1936: Pl. 19, no. 370.
58   Battini 2006: 7-13., Fig. 7-11, 14-16.
59   Speiser 1935: 121-122, PL. LVI, no. 3.
60   Battini 2006: 11-12, Fig. 16, cf. similar motif 

with an image of two snakes on Fig. 15.
61   Pientka-Hinz 2009-2011: 579; Zernecke 2008: 

109, 112; Battini 2006: 8; Van Buren 1937-1939: 12.
62   Pientka-Hinz 2009-2011: 578-579.
63   Biggs 1967: 22, text no. 5.
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first glance, however it reflects the biology of the 
scorpion. The female scorpion is known for its ex-
traordinary maternal care and fertility. It has been 
observed that the female carries the immature scor-
pions on her back. This period may last between 
a week and approx. a month from birth.64 The 
brood number can be remarkable. The litter size 
is variable, oscillating between 3 to 100 young per 
brood.65 Furthermore, scorpions show ritualized 
and complex courtship behaviour which results in 
mating and reproduction. The one of the most in-
tricate parts of mating is called the promenade à 
deux, when the male grabs the female’s pedipalp 
chelae with his own to perform a type of ritualized 
dance.66 In fact, an image of this peculiar behav-
iour is present in Mesopotamian glyptic art.67 

However, there may exist another reason why 
the scorpion is associated with erotic scenes. Stings 
from all species of scorpions from the Buthidae 
family, except the Hemiscorpion, may cause pri-
apism particularly in young men. Priapism is 
a very interesting phenomenon characterized by 
an involuntary, painful and persistent erection, 
which is triggered by parasympathetic stimula-
tion following envenomation by a scorpion or 
spider.68 We shall never know whether knowledge 
about the stimulant properties of scorpion venom 
was current in fourth millennium Tepe Gawra, 
but if it were the case it would be another pow-
erful aspect of the scorpion’s symbolic fertility in 
Mesopotamian culture.

Conclusions

It seems that the Late Chalcolithic glyptic art 
found at Tepe Gawra used a well-defined symbolic 
language reflecting ritualistic behaviour involving 
sexual intercourse. This custom was expressed 
by the heterosexual coitus a tergo intercourse in 
a crouching position. The sexual act might have had 
a magical significance being connected to a wide-
ly defined fertility which is put into evidence by 
its coexistence with the image of the scorpion or 

64   Benton 1991: 20-21; Lourenço, Ythier, 
Cloudsley-Thompson 2008: 898; Lourenço 2018: 9,  
Fig. 12; Shaffer, Formanowicz Jr 1996: 1018.

65   Lourenço 2018: 5.
66   Polis, Farley 1979: 38-41; Olguín-Pérez, 

Francke, Carbajal-Saucedo 2021: 99-100, Fig. 1c. 
67   See Frankfort 1955: Pl. 47, no. 497; Toscanne 

1917: 190-192.
68   Nunes, Torres, Borges, Matavel, Pimenta,  

De Lima 2013: 153. 

the snake. Since the scorpion retained its fertility 
value in the later Mesopotamian tradition, we may 
speculate that the erotic motif encountered at Tepe 
Gawra on Tobler’s seal no 86 could exemplify 
a ritual procedure whereby its participants were 
enabled not only to improve their effective sexual 
drive, but in the case of an emergency triggered 
by some sexual disorders, to overcome these prob-
lems with the help of the forces of fertility, em-
bodied in these wild species. The proposed iden-
tification of the mysterious object found on erotic 
seal no. 86 as a scorpion image, harmonizes with 
the ancient Mesopotamian tradition concerning the 
visual language of ritual sex.

Fig. 1. Mating couple, coitus a tergo, Tepe Gawra 
(drawn and modified by M. Paszke after Tobler  

1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 86 and Pl. LXXXIXc)

Fig. 2. Mating couple, coitus a tergo, Tepe Gawra 
(drawn and modified by M. Paszke after 
Speiser 1935: Pl. LV b and LVIII, no. 41)
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Fig. 3. Mating couple, sitting intercourse, Tepe Gawra 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Tobler 

1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 87)

Fig. 4. Mating couple, coitus a tergo, Tepe Giyan 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Herzfeld 

1933: 87, Abb. 14, no. 2362)

Fig. 5. Mating couple, coitus a tergo, Tepe Giyan 
(drawn by M. Paszke after 

Caldwell 1976: 247, no. 95)

Fig. 6. Mating couple, coitus a tergo (?), Tepe Giyan 
(drawn by M. Paszke after 

Buchanan 1967: 276, no. 11)

Fig. 7. Mating couple, sitting intercourse, Tepe Gawra 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Tobler 

1950: Pl. CLXIII, no. 88).

Fig. 8. Animal design (drawn by M. Paszke 
after Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXVIII, no. 148)
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Fig. 10. Animal design (drawn by M. Paszke 
after Tobler 1950: Pl. Pl. CLXIX, no. 167)

Fig. 11. Human figure with V-shaped objects 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Tobler 

1950: 182, Pl. CLXII, no. 78)

Fig. 9. Animal design (drawn by M. Paszke 
after Tobler 1950: Pl. CLXVIII, no. 154)
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Fig. 12. Limestone vase-stand (?) with animals 
in relief (drawn by M. Paszke 

after Hall 1928: Pl. VII, no. 3-4)

        

Fig. 13. Appliqué scorpions, Tell Brak 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Oates 

2001: 431, Fig. 407, nos. 362, 365)

Fig. 14. An appliqué scorpion on a pottery shred, 
Tepe Gawra (drawn by M. Paszke 

after Speiser 1935: Pl. LXXVI, no. 11)

Fig. 15. Mating couple, sitting intercourse, Ur 
(drawn by M. Paszke after 

Legrain 1936: Pl. 18, no. 366)

Fig. 16. Mating couple, lying intercourse (?), Tell Asmar 
(drawn and modified by M. Paszke 

after Frankfort 1955: Pl. 53, no. 559)

Fig. 17. Mating couple, coitus a tergo, ritual scene, Ur 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Legrain 

1936: Pl. 18, no. 369)

Fig. 18. Mating couple, coitus a tergo, ritual scene, Ur 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Legrain 

1936: Pl. 18. No. 368)
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Fig. 19. Mating couple, coitus a tergo (left) 
and a squatting woman (right), ritual scene, Ur 

(drawn by M. Paszke after Legrain 
1936, Pl. 19, no. 370)

Fig 20. Squatting woman, Ur 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Legrain 

1936: Pl. 14, no. 268)

Fig. 21. Squatting woman, Ur 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Legrain 

1936: Pl. 14, no. 269)

Fig. 22. Squatting woman, Ur 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Legrain 

1936: Pl. 14, no. 270)

Fig. 23. Two squatting figures, Tepe Gawra 
(drawn by M. Paszke after Speiser 

1935: PL. LVI, no. 3)
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